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Vision

To create a world-class bio-composite research and production system within a 125 kilometre radius of Kitchener/Waterloo.
“There is no such thing as waste. Waste is an opportunity looking for a solution.”

-- Howard Roberts, Former GM, Jungbunzlauer Canada
BIO-COMPOSITE STORAGE BINS

Natura

- 100% recycled POST CONSUMER WASTE RESIN
- blended with AGRI BIO-MASS to formulate plastic

LOWER CARBON FOOTPRINT:
- 25% less Carbon dioxide emissions
- Less post-consumer waste plastics entering landfill sites
- Good for the environment.

100% MADE IN CANADA:
- Formulated by Bio-Products Discovery and Development Center, U of G, and marketed by Green Ripple Innovations Inc.
- Manufactured in Canada

NATURA • HOME HARDWARE

GREEN PARTS BIN - A FIRST EVER IN CANADA – LAUNCHED BY HOME HARDWARE

Green Ripple Innovations - Environmentally Responsible ... Bottom Line Focused
www.greenrippleinnovations.com
“The only true failure lies in failure to start.”

-- Harold Blake Walker
Columnist, Chicago Tribune
“Good deals are a consequence of great relationships, not the other way around.”

-- Adi Treasurywala, Ph.D. ArrowCan Partners Inc.